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can be directly carried out withn the framework of conventional polymer statistical 
mechamcs 549 
In t h s  formulation, the method is essentially an extension of perturbation theory, 
but with this difference the usual expansion in an excluded volume parameter v, is 
now supplemented by a second expansion in the parameter E EZ 4- d , where d, is the 
value of d at whch vo becomes dimensionless The rationale behind t h s  step is that 
the excluded volume expansion 1s a power series not in uo alone but in the parameter 
V,N" Hence, provided E -, 0, perturbation theory is well- 
controlled Withrn thls approxlmatlon, however, chain properties are found to Involve 
reciprocal powers of e, and so become singular in the above kmit It turns out that 
these singularities can be systematically eliminated by absorbing them into the original 
parameters of the theory, usually the excluded volume and the chain length, which 
are then said to be "renormalized" Importantly, the relation between the original 
and renormalized parameters contains information about the functional form of the 
calculated chain property (as will be hscussed later ) T h s  information enables the 
results of perturbation theory, valid near e = 0, to be resummed, and analytically 
continued to E # 0 
Plan of the Thesis 
The above sketch of theoretical developments in the statistical mechamcs of polymers 
is partly intended to be hstorical, but ~t is also intended to convey some sense of the 
r~chness of the field and the wealth of techmques that ~t employs Chapter 2 IS an 
illustration of the application of one these methods - RG theory - to the problem of 
calculating the metric properties of hghly branched polymeric species called starbursts 
The calculation was suffciently involved that lt motrvated the search for slmpllfied 
representations of cham canfigurations that could be used In similar contexts with less 
effort A generalization of the simple random walk model was found to offer many of 
the sought-for features of such a representation T h s  generalized random walk model 
should really be thought of as a class of models that are defincd in terms of integral 
transforms of the whte noise 
Chapters 3 - 7 of the thesis are an exploratlon$orne of the properties of the model, 
including its path integral representation (Chapter 3), its application to the deterrm- 
nation of chain sizes In phase separating polymer solutions (Chapter 4), its dynarmcs 
(Chapter 5), its incorporation into the framework of trahtional renormalization group 
calculations (Chapter 6), and its actual geometric character as measured by various 
kinds of shape parameters (Chapter 7) 
In Chapters 3 - 5, the model is identified with the process referred to as fractional 
Brownian motion, which is the Riemann-Liouville integral of white noise, but as dls- 
cussed in Chapters 6 - 7, the model actually corresponds to a process that is the finite 
Mellin transform of whlte nolse 
